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Реферат
Объем дипломной работы 36 страниц, 24 рисунка, 2 таблицы, 17
источников.
Цель: провести оценку компонентов магнитного поля Земли над Южно—
Казахстанской областью, используя входные данные, полученные со спутника
KazSciSat-1. Сравнить практические данные с теоретической моделью
геомагнитного поля IGRF, предоставить сравнение в графическом формате и
провести анализ изменения компонентов магнитного поля.
Магнитное поле Земли, также известное как геомагнитное поле,
представляет собой магнитный диполь, с полюсом S магнитного поля около
северного географического полюса Земли и полюсом магнитного поля N около
южного географического полюса, который простирается из недр Земли в
космос, где оно взаимодействует с солнечным ветром, потоком заряженных
частиц, исходящих от Солнца. Магнитное поле создается электрическими
токами из-за движения конвективных токов смеси расплавленного железа и
никеля во внешнем ядре Земли: эти конвекционные токи вызваны выходом
тепла из ядра, естественным процессом, называемым геодинамо.
Компоненты магнитного поля менялись на протяжении всего периода
Мировой истории. Последние 5 десятилетий наблюдаются нетипичные
показатели компонентов магнитного поля. Напряженность магнитного поля
упала на 8 процентов С 1970 по 2020 год. Выявлены такие аномалии, как
Курская магнитная аномалия и Южно-Атлантическая аномалия.
С помощью измерений магнитного поля и последующих расчетов ученые
смогут понять природные процессы, происходящие в недрах нашей планеты, и
влияние на планету космической погоды, которая является следствием
активности Солнца. Подобные исследования также играют немаловажную роль
при запуске космических летательных аппаратов, так как магнитное поле имеет
влияние на кинематику космической техники.
Казахстан также вносит свой вклад в изучение магнитного поля Земли.
Для этого 4 декабря 2018 года был разработан и запущен научный наноспутник
KazSciSat-1. Спутник оснащен магнитометров, который измеряет магнитное
поле Земли над Южно- Казахстанской областью.
В данной научной работе исследованы изменения магнитного поля
Земли, на основе данных низкоорбитального спутника KazSciSat-1.
Произведено сравнение этих данных с математической моделью
Международного геомагнитного аналитического поля (IGRF). Вычислены
компоненты магнитного поля и построена модель магнитного поля,
представленная в виде графиков. Изучаются данные за 2018-2020 годы.
Результаты:
- Получены данные спутника KazSciSat-1 и построена модель IGRF;
- Проанализированы изменения магнитного поля за период 2018-2020 г,
путем сравнения модели IGRF и результатов магнитометра KazSciSat-1.
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Аңдатпа
Дипломдық жұмыстың көлемі 36 бет, 24 сурет, 2 кесте, 17 дереккөз.
Мақсаты: KazSciSat-1 спутнигінен алынған кіріс деректерін пайдалана
отырып, Оңтүстік Қазақстан облысының үстіндегі Жердің магнит өрісінің
компоненттеріне бағалау жүргізу. Практикалық деректерді IGRF геомагниттік
өрісінің теориялық моделімен салыстырып, нәтижелерді графикалық форматта
көрсету және магнит өрісі компоненттерінің өзгеруіне талдау жасау.
Геомагниттік өріс деп те аталатын Жердің магнит өрісі Жердің солтүстік
географиялық полюсіне жақын магнит өрісінің S полюсі және Оңтүстік
географиялық полюске жақын N магнит өрісінің полюсінен тұратын магниттік
диполь ретінді қарастырі,а болады. Ол жер қойнауынан ғарышқа дейін
созылып, Күн желімен, басқаша айтқанда, Күннен шығатын зарядталған
бөлшектердің ағынымен әрекеттеседі. Магнит өрісі жердің сыртқы
ядросындағы балқытылған темір мен никель қоспасының конвективті
токтарының қозғалысына байланысты электр тогынан қалыптасады. Бұл
конвекциялық токтар геодинамо деп аталатын табиғи процесс арқылы ядродан
жылу шығуынан пайда болады.
Магнит өрісінің компоненттері Әлемдік тарихтың бүкіл кезеңдерінде
үнемі өзгеріп тұрады. Соңғы 5 онжылдықта магнит өрісі компоненттерінің
ерекше көрсеткіштері байқалды. Магнит өрісінің кернеуі 8 жылдан 1970 жылға
дейін 2020 пайызға төмендеді. Курск магниттік аномалиясы және Оңтүстік
Атлантикалық аномалия сияқты ауытқулар анықталды.
Магнит өрісін өлшеу және кейінгі есептеулер арқылы ғалымдар біздің
планетамыздың жер қойнауында болып жатқан табиғи процестерді және Күн
белсенділігінің салдары болып табылатын ғарыштық ауа-райының планетаға
деген әсерін түсіне алады. Мұндай зерттеулер ғарыш аппараттарын ұшыру
кезінде де маңызды рөл атқарады, өйткені магнит өрісі ғарыш техникасының
кинематикасына тигізетін әсеру мол.
Қазақстан да Жердің магнит өрісін зерттеуге өз үлесін қосуда. Ол үшін
2018 жылдың 4 желтоқсанында KazSciSat-1 ғылыми наноспутнигі жасалып,
іске қосылды. Спутник Оңтүстік Қазақстан облысының үстіндегі Жердің
магнит өрісін өлшейтін магнитометрлермен жабдықталған.
Бұл зерттеу жұмысында KazSciSat-1 төменорбиталық спутнигінің
деректері негізінде Жердің магнит өрісінің өзгерістері зерттелді. Бұл деректер
Халықаралық геомагниттік аналитикалық өрістің (IGRF) математикалық
моделімен салыстырылды. Магнит өрісінің компоненттері есептеліп, графиктер
түрінде ұсынылған магнит өрісінің моделі жасалды. 2018-2020 жылдардағы
деректер зерттелді.
Нәтижелері:
- KazSciSat-1 спутнигінің деректері алынды және IGRF моделі салынды;
- IGRF моделі мен KazSciSat-1 магнитометрінің нәтижелерін салыстыру
арқылы 2018-2020 жылдар аралығындағы магнит өрісінің өзгерістері
талданды.
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Abstract
The volume of the thesis is 36 pages, 24 figures, 2 tables, 17 sources.
Objective: to assess the components of the Earth's magnetic field over the
South-Kazakhstan region, using the input data obtained from the KazSciSat-1
satellite. Compare practical data with the theoretical model of the IGRF geomagnetic
field, provide a graphical comparison and analysis of changes in the magnetic field
components.
The Earth's magnetic field, also known as the geomagnetic field, is a magnetic
dipole, with a magnetic field S pole near the Earth's north geographic pole and an N
magnetic field pole near the geographic south pole, which extends from the Earth's
interior into space, where it interacts with the solar wind - a stream of charged
particles emanating from the Sun. The magnetic field is produced by electric currents
due to the movement of convective currents of a mixture of molten iron and nickel in
the outer core of the Earth: these convective currents are caused by the release of heat
from the core, a natural process called geodynamo.
The components of the magnetic field have changed throughout the entire
period of World history. The last 5 decades have been observed atypical
measurements of the components of the magnetic field. Magnetic field strength
dropped 8 percent from 1970 to 2020. Anomalies such as the Kursk Magnetic
Anomaly and the South Atlantic Anomaly have been identified.
With the help of measurements of the magnetic field and subsequent
calculations, scientists will be able to understand the natural processes occurring in
the bowels of our planet, and the impact on the planet of space weather, which is a
consequence of the activity of the Sun. Such studies also play an important role in the
launch of spacecraft, since the magnetic field has an impact on the kinematics of
space-vehicles.
Kazakhstan also contributes to the study of the Earth's magnetic field. For these
purposes was developed the KazSciSat-1 scientific nanosatellite and launched on
December 4, 2018. The satellite is equipped with magnetometer that measure the
Earth's magnetic field over the South Kazakhstan region.
This research work investigates changes of the Earth's magnetic field, based on
data from the KazSciSat-1 low Earth orbit satellite. These data are compared with the
mathematical model of the International Geomagnetic Analytical Field (IGRF). The
components of the magnetic field were calculated, and a model of the magnetic field
was constructed and presented in the form of graphs. The data for 2018-2020 has
been studied.
Results:
- The data of the KazSciSat-1 satellite were received and the IGRF model was
built;
- The changes in the magnetic field for the period 2018-2020 were analyzed by
comparing the IGRF model and the results of the KazSciSat-1 magnetometer.
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INTRODUCTION
Relevance of the topic: The Earth's magnetic field is a strong barrier which
surrounds our planet and protects it from the flow of high-charged energy particles
and solar wind. Moreover, it has a constant effect on living beings, humanity and
animals. Life on Earth wouldn't exist without a magnetic field. Therefore, a lot of
research is being done about the magnetic field.
The tendency of weakening of the magnetic field and displacement of a North
Pole in the direction to the Sibir, Russia, is observed. The strength of the magnetic
field anomaly has dropped by 8 percent between the years 1970 and 2020 [1].
Recently, there has been an increase in the popularity of micro- and nanosatellites, as
well as Cube Sat-class satellites launched into low orbits. The growing scientific
potential of these satellites leads to an increase in their production in many countries.
Unfortunately, the Earth's magnetic field is weakening for no apparent reason and it
is causing problems for satellites and spacecraft. Therefore, such studies also play an
important role in the launch of spacecraft, since the magnetic field has an impact on
the kinematics of space-vehicles.
Object of study: With the data of measurements and subsequent calculations,
scientists will be able to understand the natural processes taking place in the depths of
our planet and the impact on the planet of space weather, which is a consequence of
the violent activity of the Sun.
Kazakhstan also contributes to the study of the Earth's magnetic field. For this
purpose, Kazakhstani scientific nanosatellite KazSciSat-1 was developed and
launched on December 4, 2018. The satellite is equipped with magnetometer and
measures the Earth's magnetic field components above the South Kazakhstan region.
Object of study of this project work is the magnetic field of the Earth above South
Kazakhstan region in an altitude of ~600 kilometers. This work will research changes
of magnetic field on the basis of data gained from the KazSciSat-1 low-orbit satellite
and will be compared with IGRF model.
Theoretical purposes of the work:
To research geomagnetic reversal and recent anomalies connected with
magnetic field changes, their reasons and consequences.
To research KazSciSat-1 satellite, study instructions for using the satellite
scientific data processing programs.
Practical purposes of the work:
To gain data from KazSciSat-1’s magnetometer and analyze it through
collecting measurements of total intensity into graphs.
To calculate IGRF’s 13th model, using Legendre’s polynomials and Gauss’s
coefficients conducted by International association of geomagnetism and astronomy,
according to 2019th release.
To analyze changes of magnetic field on the period of 2018-2020, by doing
comparison between IGRF model and KazSciSat-1 magnetometers’ results.
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1.Theoretical part
1.1 Geomagnetic reversal
The magnetic field of the Earth, its’ constraint, inclination and declension have
always been changed through the whole period of World’s history. Periods of those
changes are different: minutes, days (diurnal variations), centuries (secular
variations), variations in the main spectrum (period from 300 to 20 thousand years).
The biggest change of a magnetic field is called geomagnetic reversal.
Geomagnetic reversal is a change of a geomagnetic field of the Earth in a geological
history of a planet, which can be defined by paleomagnetic method. During inversion
(or reversal), the magnetic north and magnetic south are reversed, and the compass
needle begins to point in the opposite direction.
Geomagnetic reversal is a total change of North and South poles and is a
relatively rare phenomenon. Presumably, the last time it happened about 780
thousand years ago, however, it is continuous process, which we can see at the
moment.
1.2 South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA).
According to the research of NASA, published in August, 2020, there is a
weak spot on the magnetic field around South America and South part of the Atlantic
Ocean. This phenomenon was called “South Atlantic Anomaly”, or SAA.
The effect of this spot is negative – it allows particles from space dip closer to
the surface of the Earth than it was before. This kind of particle radiation can affect
on onboard computers negatively, can badly influence on data collection of satellites.
The reasons of SAA: the SAA appears due to two special features of the
Earth’s core: the tilt of its magnetic axis, and the flow of molten metals within its
outer core.
Earth is a bit like a bar magnet, with north and south poles that represent
opposing magnetic polarities and invisible magnetic field lines encircling the planet
between them. But unlike a bar magnet, the core magnetic field is not perfectly
aligned through the globe, nor is it perfectly stable. That’s because the field originates
from Earth’s outer core: molten, iron-rich and in vigorous motion 2800 kilometers
below the surface. These churning metals act like a massive generator, called the
geodynamo, creating electric currents that produce the magnetic field [2].
As the core motion changes over time, due to complex geodynamic conditions
within the core and at the boundary with the solid mantle up above, the magnetic
field fluctuates in space and time too. These dynamical processes in the core ripple
outward to the magnetic field surrounding the planet, generating the SAA and other
features in the near-Earth environment – including the tilt and drift of the magnetic
poles, which are moving over time. These evolutions in the field, which happen on a
7

similar time scale to the convection of metals in the outer core, provide scientists with
new clues to help them unravel the core dynamics that drive the geodynamo.
The magnetic field is actually a superposition of fields from many current
sources. Regions outside of the solid Earth also contribute to the observed magnetic
field. However, the bulk of the field comes from the core. The forces in the core and
the tilt of the magnetic axis together produce the anomaly, the area of weaker
magnetism – allowing charged particles trapped in Earth’s magnetic field to dip
closer to the surface.
The Sun expels a constant outflow of particles and magnetic fields known as
the solar wind and vast clouds of hot plasma and radiation called coronal mass
ejections. When this solar material streams across space and strikes Earth’s
magnetosphere, the space occupied by Earth’s magnetic field, it can become trapped
and held in two donut-shaped belts around the planet called the Van Allen Belts. The
belts restrain the particles to travel along Earth’s magnetic field lines, continually
bouncing back and forth from pole to pole. The innermost belt begins about 400
miles from the surface of Earth, which keeps its particle radiation a healthy distance
from Earth and its orbiting satellites.
However, when a particularly strong storm of particles from the Sun reaches
Earth, the Van Allen belts can become highly energized and the magnetic field can be
deformed, allowing the charged particles to penetrate the atmosphere.
The observed SAA can be also interpreted as a consequence of weakening
dominance of the dipole field in the region. More specifically, a localized field with
reversed polarity grows strongly in the SAA region, thus making the field intensity
very weak, weaker than that of the surrounding regions [3].
Consequences of SAA: although the South Atlantic Anomaly arises from
processes inside Earth, it has effects that reach far beyond Earth’s surface. The region
can be hazardous for low-Earth orbit satellites that travel through it. If a satellite is hit
by a high-energy proton, it can short-circuit and cause an event called single event
upset or SEU. This can cause the satellite’s function to glitch temporarily or can
cause permanent damage if a key component is hit. In order to avoid losing
instruments or an entire satellite, operators commonly shut down non-essential
components as they pass through the SAA. Indeed, NASA's Ionospheric Connection
Explorer regularly travels through the region and so the mission keeps constant tabs
on the SAA's position.
The International Space Station, which is in low-Earth orbit, also passes
through the SAA. It is well protected, and astronauts are safe from harm while inside.
However, the ISS has other passengers affected by the higher radiation levels:
Instruments like the Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation mission, or GEDI,
collect data from various positions on the outside of the ISS. The SAA causes “blips”
on GEDI’s detectors and resets the instrument’s power boards about once a month,
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said Bryan Blair, the mission’s deputy principal investigator and instrument scientist,
and a lidar instrument scientist at Goddard. [4]
The event causes a couple of hours of lost data, but it only happens every
month or so.
1.3 KazSciSat-1 nanosatellite
As part of the development work on the creation of a scientific space system,
specialists from the Laboratory for the Development of Space Systems and the
Laboratory of Scientific Space Systems laboratories of the Institute of Space
Engineering and Technology (Институт космической техники и технологий) have
developed a scientific spacecraft KazSciSat-1 and ground-based a segment consisting
of a ground control complex and a ground target complex.
KazSciSat-1 is developed on the basis of CubeSat 3U technology for operation
in a sun-synchronous orbit with an altitude of ~ 600 km. The satellite was launched
on Spaceflight Industry's SSO-A multi-satellite launch on a Falcon-9 v1.2 (Block 5)
rocket.

Figure 1.1. Characteristics of the satellite [5]
The main mission of the satellite is to monitor the Earth's magnetic field in
order to study physical processes in near space and their relationship with Earth
processes. The tasks for the scientific satellite were set by the scientific organizations
of Kazakhstan (АО «НЦКИТ», МОН РК) with the participation of foreign partners
from Russia (ИЗМИРАН, Геоскан), Ukraine (ЛЦ ИКИ), France (CNRS). In shaping
the scientific image of the CANS, the experience of the Institute's specialists in
processing and analyzing satellite geophysical information within the framework of
the Intercosmos (Интеркосмос) program (1978-1990) was taken into account.
On December 4, 2018, at 00:32 (GMT + 6), KazSciSat-1 was successfully
launched on a Falcon-9 launch vehicle.
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Figure 1.2. Appearance of KazSciSat-1 nanosatellite [6]

A three-component fluxgate magnetometer (FZM) LEMI-040 (flight version of
the LEMI-020 magnetometer) was used as a scientific payload on the KazSciSat-1
satellite. The device was developed by the Lviv Center of the Space Research
Institute of Ukraine. FZM is designed to measure the magnetic induction vector
(Figure 2.3).

Figure 1.3. FZM LEMI-020 sensor and appearance of the nanosatellite [6]

1.4 Instructions for using the satellite scientific data processing program
KazSciSat-1.
The scientific data of the magnetometer are received from the satellite in
hexadecimal form every day in separate files. One file can contain from 2 to 4
communication sessions. Using the GDP-SSS program, the navigation binding of the
measurement data to the latitude, longitude and altitude of the satellite is carried out.
The module of the measured magnetic field is calculated. The data is displayed in
tabular and graphical form. The parameter values on each point can be seen by
10

hovering the mouse cursor over the point. The drawing of any of the components can
be adjusted with “check marks”. A graph of the satellite traces points is displayed,
plotted on the geographic map of the region (see figure 2.4) [6].

Figure 1.4. Example of incoming data from KazSciSat-1
The results are presented as an XL file with a simple, intuitive interface. For
the convenience of working with the database, the date of measurements is indicated
in the file name.
Processing several files at the same time is allowed.
Measurement data can be downloaded from the website http://kazscisat.istt.kz/
on the "Database" page using the "Download" button. The downloaded file is
transferred to the taskbar, from where it can be moved to the desired folder.
Each user can carry out scientific data processing by any means convenient for
them.
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2. Practical part
2.1 KazSciSat-1 satellite magnetometer’s December 2018 data processing
The data was gained from the KazSciSat-1 satellite on the period of 20182020. Processed data was collected into unified tables, which contain such variables
as:
-

date in the format day/month/year,
latitude (°N),
longitude(°E),
altitude (km)
and most importantly module of magnitude of magnetic field (|M|) in
nanoteslas (nT).
The KazSciSat-1 was launched in December 2018th. Data analysis starts from
this period.
Firstly, I downloaded excel files from official website of the satellite
(http://kazscisat.istt.kz/) and collected data for each day. Satellite sends
measurements on different parts of the day. Sessions can be repeated from 3 to 20
times a day or more. That’s why, only average data was processed on this research
work. The downloaded files automatically calculate minimum, maximum and
average meanings of the data. We can see the example below (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. Example of the data from the satellite sent on 4th of December,
2018. Data inside red box includes average meanings on that day and was used in
data analysis.
According to the satellite’s measurements was conducted a graph of change of
magnetic field components, which you can see on the Figure 3.2. On the graph x-axis
12

shows the date of measurement and y-axis shows the |M|avg, nT which is average
meaning of magnitude module on the day of a measurement in nanoteslas. Table of
data which was used to build the graph is presented on applications section, Figure 1.

Figure 2.2. Satellite’s magnetometer data processing in December, 2018th. The
line was smoothed with linear interpolation.
The measurements start on data of launch – 4th of December, 2018 and end on
31st of December. Figure 2.2 shows graph after interpolation of data, which
“smoothed” the line due to the “sharpness” of originally created graph, which we can
see on the Figure below (2.3).

Figure 2.3. Satellite’s magnetometer data processing in December, 2018th.
By observing graph on Figure 2.2, we can see that minimum meaning of
magnetic field’s magnitude component is equal to 38882,8 which was processed on
13

17.12.2018. Maximum value is equal to 42224,71 and was gained on 24.12.2018. The
average meaning is equal to 40511,42679. Using these information we can calculate
amplitudes. If we consider average meaning as a horizontal line, the maximum
amplitude is equal to:
Maximum amplitude = |Average value - Maximum value| =
|40511,42679 - 42224,71| = 1713,28321
The same for minimum amplitude calculation:
Minimum amplitude = |Average value - Minimum value| =
|40511,42679 - 38882,8| = 1 628,62679
The satellite collected magnetometer measurements on different longitudes and
latitudes. I assume, that differences between values can be connected to the distortion
of the Earth's magnetic field under the influence of the solar wind.
If we analyze minimum meaning, it was measured on altitude equal to 595,64
which pretty close to maximum altitude on this month - 598,82 (minimum altitude is
equal to 589,08). I assume, that minimum meaning of magnetic field component is
connected to high meaning of altitude. Because The Earth is constantly moving
through the Universe. At a greater distance from the Earth's surface, the magnetic
field is asymmetric, since it is distorted under the action of the solar wind [7].
2.2. KazSciSat-1 satellite magnetometer’s January 2019 data processing
According to January of 2019th satellite’s measurements was conducted a
graph of change of magnetic field components, which you can see on the Figure 3.4.
On the graph x-axis shows the date of measurement and y-axis shows the |M|avg, nT
which is average meaning of magnitude module on the day of a measurement in
nanoteslas. Table of data which was used to build the graph is presented on
applications section, Figure 2.
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Figure 2.4. Satellite’s magnetometer data processing in January, 2019th.
The measurements start on 1st of January, 2019 and end on 31st of December.
By observing graph on Figure 2.4, we can see that minimum meaning of
magnetic field’s magnitude component is equal to 36623,76 which was processed on
27.01.2019. Maximum value is equal to 43228,57 and was gained on 01.01.2019. The
average meaning is equal to 40719,47133. Using these information, we can calculate
amplitudes.
When processing data on previous month, maximum amplitude was calculated
little differently: Maximum amplitude = |Average value - Maximum value|, but here
we can observe sharp drop on 27th of January. That is why, formula will be reversed
and calculated as: Maximum amplitude = |Average value - Minimum value|. The
same for minimum amplitude.
Maximum amplitude = |Average value - Minimum value| =
|40719,47133 - 36623,76| = 4 095,71133
Minimum amplitude calculation:
Minimum amplitude = |Average value - Maximum value| =
|40719,47133 - 43228,57| = 2 509,09867
Comparing this calculation of amplitudes and observing the graphs we can see
that magnetic field components in January vary more than in December. The graph
has more drops and amplitude is much higher than in December.
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If we analyze position of the satellite and magnetometer’s data, it is
approximately the same, even if altitude has difference in 4 kilometers:

December, 2018
January, 2019

Average
Lat, °N
50,066
49,972

Average
Lon, °E
79,4204
80,1108

Average Alt,
km
593,69
589,13

Average |M|,
nT
40501,78393
40576,02935

Figure 2.5. Comparison of positions of the satellite in two months. Average
meaning is considered.
Using table on Figure 2.5, we can see that difference in |M| is about 76
nanotesla, which is not a big value on the level of global magnetic dipole. I assume,
that change of the altitude doesn’t have drastic effect on results of total intensity, if
the coordinate position is approximately the same.

2.3.

KazSciSat-1
processing

satellite

magnetometer’s

February

2019

data

Similar work was done as in chapters 3.1.1 and 3.1.1. Figure 3.6 shows graph of
change of module of magnetic field from 1st and 28th of February, 2019.

Figure 2.6. Satellite’s magnetometer data processing in February, 2019 th.
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The graph on Figure 2.6 shows minimum meaning of magnetic field’s
magnitude component is equal to 37788,12 which was processed on 07.02.2019.
Maximum value is equal to 41921,8 and was gained on 15.02.2019. The average
meaning is equal to 40330,17607. Using these information, we can calculate
amplitudes:
Maximum amplitude = |Average value - Minimum value| =
|40330,17607 - 37788,12 | = 2542,05607
The same for minimum amplitude calculation:
Minimum amplitude = |Average value - Maximum value| =
|40330,17607 - 41921,8 | = 1591,62393
Let’s analyze values of |M|, maximum and minimum amplitudes in three
months: December, 2018, January and February of 2019 (Figure 2.7):
December, 2018
January, 2019
February, 2019

Average |M|, nT
40501,78393
40576,02935
40330,17607

Max amplitude
1713,28321
4 095,71133
2542,05607
Figure 2.7

Min amplitude
1 628,62679
2 509,09867
1591,62393

Comparing amplitudes in December, January and February we can see that
value of |M| is similar in December and January, but a little bit lower in February.
Amplitude difference is very big in January. I assume, that it can be related to the
distance between Earth and the Sun:

Figure 2.8. Schematic representation of the orbit [8]
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Very close distance between Earth and Sun in December and January could
possibly cause increase of |M|. The Earth’s magnetosphere absorbs the incoming
energy from the solar wind, and explosively releases that energy in the form of
geomagnetic storms and substorms [9]. As we can see on the schematic orbit
representation on Figure 2.8, Earth-Sun distance increases in February, and according
to KazSciSat-1 satellite, total intensity is lower in this period of time approximately
to 200 nT, comparing with previous two month.
2.4. KazSciSat-1 satellite magnetometer’s March 2019 data processing

Figure 2.9. Satellite’s magnetometer data processing in March, 2019th.
The graph on Figure 2.9 shows that minimum meaning of magnetic field’s
magnitude component is equal to 39338,56 which was processed on 30.03.2019.
Maximum value is equal to 42303,08 and was gained on 04.03.2019. The average
meaning is equal to 40591,608. Using these information, we can calculate
amplitudes:
Maximum amplitude = |Average value - Maximum value| =
|40591,608 - 42303,08 | = 1 711,472
The same for minimum amplitude calculation:
Minimum amplitude = |Average value – Minimum value| =
|40591,608 - 39338,56 | = 1 253,048
18

Values of magnetic field components remain relatively stable; they are almost
the same as in previous month. Amplitude does not “jump” through month.

2.5. Data analysis of 4 month
After gaining and analysis of KazSciSat-1’s magnetometer measurements of 4
month (December, 2018 – March, 2019 period), the table of comparison of the data
was created (Figure 2.10).

Figure 2.10. Comparison of data of 4 month (December, 2018 – March, 2019)

Figure 2.10 shows that the red line, which represents January has the biggest number
of line drops. It shows the minimum value of |M| 36623,76 nT, captured on
27.01.2019. The maximum is equal to 44550,48, which also was identified in January
(29.01.2019).
The most stable line seems to be green line, which represents March, 2019.
Average meaning during this period of time is equal to 40561,63735. The
biggest amplitude can be defined using this average meaning and the biggest drop
which is equal to 44550,48:
Average |M|, nT – Maximum |M|, nT =
40561,63735 nT - 44550,48 nT = 3 988,84264 nT
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If we combine all the data from 4 months, the following graph can be created
(Figure 2.11):

Figure 2.11. Values of |M|, nT through 4 month represented as one continuous
line.
Anomaly activity occurs during January. Close distance between Earth and
Sun at this period could possibly cause increase of magnitude. The Earth’s
magnetosphere absorbs the incoming energy from the solar wind, and explosively
releases that energy in the form of geomagnetic storms and substorms. Magnetic lines
of force converge and reconfigure, resulting in magnetic energy and charged-particles
flying off at intense speeds [10].
On January 5, 2019, scientists at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) stated that the large hole opened up in the sun’s atmosphere
– which is a common occurrence – and will likely interact with Earth’s magnetic
shield. When the particles hit, it will result in a solar storm for Earth which could see
Southern or Northern Lights – or aurora australis and aurora borealis – depending on
which hemisphere the solar winds hit [11].
Solar storm happened in the end of January can also be the reason of such
anomaly. Normally, the solar wind streams off of the Sun in all directions at average
speed of about 400 km/s [12].
The following graph (Figure 3.12) show the speed of solar speed which is
higher than average value and reaches point of 557 kilometers per second.
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Figure 2.12. Graph of solar wind speed between 31st of January and 1st of
February [13].
If we look at the Figure 2.11, excluding anomaly activity in the end of January,
we can see that line rises till the end of December. After that, it starts to decrease till
the end of March, 2019 (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13
I assume this growth from beginning of December and decrease after the
beginning of January is related to orbital movement of the Earth.
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Figure 2.14. Simple scheme of a orbit of Earth around the Sun. Black arrow
shows the moment of perihelion [14]
2-5 of January is the moment of Perihelion (Figure 2.14), which is the closest
point of the orbit of a planet or other celestial body of the solar system to the Sun.
The perihelion of the Earth's orbit is at a distance of 147,098,291 kilometers, which is
about 2.5 million kilometers less than the average distance to the Sun. Earth passes
perihelion on January 2 - 5, on average 13 days after the winter solstice in the
northern hemisphere [15].
Earth’s distancing from the Sun after this period of time explains the decrease
of level of magnitude.
2.6. KazSciSat-1 satellite magnetometer’s 2020 data processing
KazSciSat-1 satellite stopped to send magnetometer measurements after March
2019. Only 4 files came after this period in Summer and Winter 2020. There is no
incoming data after this period The following table (Figure 3.15) shows the change of
a magnitude of magnetic field on the period of 2020th year. Where t – is time (dates in
the format: day/month/year). And |M|avg, nT is a average meaning of magnitude
module on the day of a measurement in nanotesla.
t

|M|avg, nT

30.07.2020

40215,25

30.07.2020

38247,66

29.09.2020

37438,96

04.12.2020

39039,49

Figure 2.15 Data gained from the KazSciSat-1 during 2020th

The following graph shows the change of a magnitude, based on the data from
the 2.15 table. Where x-axis shows the date of measurement and y-axis shows the
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|M|avg, nT which is a average meaning of magnitude module on the day of a
measurement in nT

Figure 2.16. Graph on the basis of the data gained from the KazSciSat-1 during
2020th
We can see that the graph of the 2020th measurements is sharp, due to the lack
of data. Research work on KazSciSat-1 has been stopped by the Institute of Space
Technologies after 4 months after the launch. The reasons are unknown. Satellite still
floats around the Earth, but its trajectory is abnormal and data income is very rare.
Magnitude measurements on table 2.15 were collected not above the Kazakhstan
region, but South America (West side of Brazil, above the Pacific Ocean).
Due to the lack of data analysis of information on magnitude on 2020 will not
be done.
2.7. International Geomagnetic Reference Field
IGRF or International Geomagnetic Reference Field – is an international model
or a series of models of a middle-level global magnetic field of the Earth, taking into
account its secular variation.
Vector of a magnetic field B can be defined by gradient of some scalar
potential in geocentric coordinates.

Here the unit vectors eλ, eθ , er are directed of increasing longitude, latitude and
towards the center of the Earth (opposite to increasing the distance vector),
respectively.
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Potential V can be defined by the expansion in spherical harmonics:

Here
r – geocentric distance
λ – geocentric longitude
θ - geocentric polar distance (colatitude)
a – average equatorial radius, which is equal to the 6371.2 km
t – time
- adjoint Legendre polynomials normalized by Schmidt's rule,

and
- Gaussian coefficients determined by the special Working Group
V-MOD of the International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA),
based on measurements of ground stations, ships, aircraft and artificial earth satellites
[16].
The set of Gaussian coefficients completely determines the described model of
the geomagnetic field. In modern models, the expansion is limited by coefficients
from the 1st to the 13th degree and from the 0th to the 13th order (in the predictive
variation from the 1st to the 8th and from the 0th to the 8th, respectively), rounded
off up to 0.1 nT. The model does not describe small-scale spatial variations in the
magnetic field, which are mainly due to the local magnetism of the earth's crust. The
angular resolution of the model can be estimated
to the length of the great circle arc of ~ 3000 km.

2.8. Associated Legendre polynomials
Associated Legendre polynomials are determined by:

Or
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which corresponds

Normalization according to the Schmidt rule
The Legendre polynomials normalized by Schmidt's rule look as follows [17]

2.9. Calculation of IGRF and comparison with KazSciSat-1
Comparison of data between data gained from KazSciSat-1 to the IGRF
calculated by International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA).
We can see the table of data. The second (blue) column shows the total intensity
according to the KazSciSat-1. The last column (red) shows IGRF calculated by
IAGA.

Figure 2.17. Comparison of 2018th data. Table consists of information
about date, magnitude from KazSciSat-1’s magnetometer, latitude,
longitude, altitude and magnitude calculated by IGRF’s 13th model
respectively
On the basis of this table, the following graph was obtained
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Figure 2.18. Graph of comparison of data (2018). Red line – IAGA’s IGRF
data, blue line – KazSciSat-1 satellite’s data
The data on 2019th was also compared:

Figure 2.19. Comparison of 2019th data. Table consists of information
about date, magnitude from KazSciSat-1’s magnetometer, latitude,
longitude, altitude and magnitude calculated by IGRF’s 13th model
respectively
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Figure 2.20. Graph of comparison of data (2019). Red line – IAGA’s IGRF data, blue
line – KazSciSat-1 satellite’s data
Figures 2.18 and 2.20 prove impermanence of magnetic field. We can see
sharp drops and rises of components of the magnetic field. However, we can see the
pattern between two lines. Two graphs have similar drops at the same time, but data
from the satellite is always lower than IGRF’s model. I assume, that this can be
connected to the weakening of the magnetic field.
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Conclusion
The magnetic field of the Earth is not constant and changes trough time.
Studies show, the strength of the magnetic field has dropped by 8 per cent between
the years 1970 and 2020.
Components of a magnetic field are individual for each coordinate position and
time period. This paper has researched these elements on the example of KazSciSat-1
low-orbit satellite’s magnetometer’s data. KazSciSat-1 is a scientific spacecraft from
2 laboratories of the Laboratory for the Development of Space Systems and the
Laboratory of Scientific Space Systems.
IGRF is a series of mathematical models describing components of
geomagnetic field. This mathematical description of the large-scale structure
considers Legendre’s polynomials and Gauss’ coefficients, which are updated every
1-2 years by International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy. However,
IGRF model is a theoretical formula of magnetic field, which can be considered as
averaged model and can be inaccurate for some specific positions. Therefore, data
from KazSciSat-1 satellite was gained and compared with IGRF model. Comparison
of data of the satellites and IGRF model showed differences between empirical and
theoretical data and assessed the accuracy of both sources.
Unfortunately, KazSciSat-1’s data is not relevant in the current time, the
satellite is no longer available, has deviated from the initial trajectory and sends data
back the Earth very rarely. However, data from the satellite gained after 4 months
after the launch is very valuable for science. This data gives opportunity to assess
accuracy of theoretical IGRF model and build more credible model of the
geomagnetic field above the South Kazakhstan region.
Comparison of components of magnetic field gained from KazSciSat-1 showed
the weakening of the magnetic field. Possible reasons of this phenomenon are written
below.
Plasma is held by the Earth's magnetic field, but its state is determined by its
interaction with the solar wind - the plasma flow of the solar corona. At a greater
distance from the Earth's surface, the magnetic field is asymmetric, since it is
distorted under the action of the solar wind: from the direction of the Sun it contracts,
and in the direction from the Sun it acquires a "trail" that extends for hundreds of
thousands of kilometers, going beyond the orbit of the Moon. This peculiar "tailed"
form arises when the plasma of the solar wind and solar corpuscular streams, as it
were, flow around the earth's magnetosphere - an area of near-earth space, still
controlled by the magnetic field of the Earth, and not the Sun and other interplanetary
sources.
Geophysicists Julien Aubert and Christopher Finley found that the core
contains "pockets" of liquid iron that is much warmer and lighter than the
surrounding liquid. If the difference between hot and colder streams is large enough,
28

the hot liquid rises quickly to the surface. This movement causes magnetic waves to
strike the surface of the nucleus. This process is the cause of geomagnetic jerks.
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Applications

Table 1. Data of change of magnetic field magnitude on the period of December,
2018th. Time dates in the format day/month/year. And |M|avg, nT is an average
meaning of magnitude module on the day of a measurement in nanotesla.

date

|M|, nT - KazSciSat Lat, °N Lon, °E Alt, km |M|, nT - IAGA

04.12.2018

40770,75

45,91°

81,39°

596,84

42211

05.12.2018

40211,54

47,04°

80,98°

596,93

42725

06.12.2018

40370,39

44,49°

80,37°

595,09

41833

07.12.2018

40969,76

48,26

82,51

596,85

41813

08.12.2018

40375,04

47,54

79,48

596,33

42641

09.12.2018

40108,1

46,98

78,47

595,81

42282

10.12.2018

40907,45

44,31

81,57

595,12

41914

11.12.2018

39742,29

47,88

80,15

595,72

42746

12.12.2018

42110,68

42,82

68,87

598,82

39997

13.12.2018

41242,46

51,89

76,35

595,84

43423

14.12.2018

39787,88

49,23

76,65

596,59

42914

15.12.2018

40874,86

51,03

79,75

593,94

43734

16.12.2018

39874,3

54,07

76,5

595,25

44054

17.12.2018

38882,8

48,08

81,91

595,64

43108

18.12.2018

39740,82

49,74

84,75

594,96

43622

19.12.2018

40334,9

52,72

73,33

595,38

43359

20.12.2018

41420,03

56,63

75,92

594,17

44335

21.12.2018

40176,34

53,64

81,77

594,53

44311

22.12.2018

40464,52

54,55

82,58

590,05

44664

23.12.2018

39810,3

51,09

81,01

592,04

43923

24.12.2018

42224,71

43,32

76,06

589,67

41278

25.12.2018

41155,38

47,64

84,05

589,37

43181

26.12.2018

40297,04

48,47

81,54

590,37

43211

27.12.2018

40898,08

51,75

81,86

590,5

43965

28.12.2018

40739,9

54,12

81,93

589,08

44608

29.12.2018

39697,52

56,12

81,42

589,38

44947

30.12.2018

39599,15

48,97

81,02

589,24

43232

31.12.2018

41262,96

50,8

76,06

589,98

43308

Table 2.
date

|M|, nT - KazSciSat |M|, nT - IAGA |M|, nT - Swarm

04.12.2018 40770,75

42211

45838,7012

07.12.2018 40969,76

41813

46250,5254

09.12.2018 40108,1

42282

45752,0404

10.12.2018 40907,45

41914

45330,4725

12.12.2018 42110,68

39997

44097,7105

14.12.2018 39787,88

42914

44047,8316

15.12.2018 40874,86

43734

46404,0472

17.12.2018 38882,8

43108

45890,0002

18.12.2018 39740,82

43622

46581,2396

20.12.2018 41420,03

44335

46461,498

21.12.2018 40176,34

44311

46366,1144

23.12.2018 39810,3

43923

46702,385

25.12.2018 41155,38

43181

45440,39

26.12.2018 40297,04

43211

46257,4559

28.12.2018 40739,9

44608

46300,9

29.12.2018 39697,52

44947

46708,97

31.12.2018 41262,96

43308

45998,94

01.01.2019 43228,57

43690

46089,39

03.01.2019 40608,39

43261

46291,8

05.01.2019 41155,82

43859

46156,27

06.01.2019 42697,2

43422

46580,2

2

08.01.2019 38525,54

44267

46396,4

09.01.2019 40824,23

44520

46787

11.01.2019 42496,5

43622

46640,228

13.01.2019 40459,99

44541

46602,68

14.01.2019 38920,69

44852

46309,89

15.01.2019 40191,68

44755

45867,136

16.01.2019 39874,3

44079

46863,72

17.01.2019 39777,95

44288

46410,986

18.01.2019 39970,79

44490

45948,71

19.01.2019 40656,56

44050

46771,29

20.01.2019 41273,73

39029

44324,16

21.01.2019 41046,75

43875

46225,7

23.01.2019 40588,27

41890

45807,6

24.01.2019 41588,55

43295

45968,5

25.01.2019 42010,74

43256

46391,7

26.01.2019 41381,63

46294

47893,39

27.01.2019 36623,76

45260

46973,7

28.01.2019 42046,37

43869

46895,4

29.01.2019 44550,48

46369

46280,38

30.01.2019 40420,76

43631

46314,7

31.01.2019 39691,22

45131

47597,03

01.02.2019 40220,63

45278

46559,6

02.02.2019 39758,47

45182

47453,92

03.02.2019 40071,76

45237

46167,7

04.02.2019 40678,35

44031

46528,16

05.02.2019 41434,51

44396

47261,7

06.02.2019 41587,27

42599

44657,4

07.02.2019 37788,12

44218

47092,75

08.02.2019 41580,3

44255

47492,79

09.02.2019 40418,11

42977

45071,452

3

10.02.2019 39775,67

43238

46030,2058

11.02.2019 40585,36

43571

46780,8043

12.02.2019 39876,52

43143

45833,066

13.02.2019 39980,1

43436

46662,62

14.02.2019 38358,54

43722

47026,074

15.02.2019 41921,8

42078

45144

16.02.2019 39849,52

43519

46935,88

17.02.2019 40467,21

44261

45851,44

18.02.2019 39074,62

42898

45789,6

19.02.2019 39532,51

42541

46040,25

20.02.2019 40627,5

42526

45608,14

21.02.2019 40448,74

43077

46583,3

22.02.2019 40952,38

42634

44577,282

23.02.2019 39809,07

43381

45925,15

24.02.2019 41496,84

42929

46679,3

25.02.2019 40323,82

42759

45177,58

26.02.2019 40962,99

43004

46164,87

27.02.2019 40614,19

42991

46892,43

28.02.2019 41050,03

44067

45983,7

01.03.2019 40455,6

42764

45838,4234

02.03.2019 39838,93

43925

47301,3

03.03.2019 41893,29

43057

45816,024

04.03.2019 42303,08

41608

44943,991

05.03.2019 39926,65

42265

44041,2

06.03.2019 40584,87

42794

45986,95

07.03.2019 39832,38

42039

45846,67

08.03.2019 39377,39

43122

45809,3

09.03.2019 40590,31

42391

45778,8

10.03.2019 41392,67

43548

47149,1042

11.03.2019 40425,79

42845

45585,5935

4

12.03.2019 41605,93

43218

46292,1641

13.03.2019 40869,92

42675

46482,4

14.03.2019 40843,26

43972

46796,81

15.03.2019 40342,48

42425

45960,411

16.03.2019 41326,25

42927

45390,51

17.03.2019 40211,13

43892

46667,9

18.03.2019 41589,42

43979

47433,3

19.03.2019 40823,68

42823

45112,96

20.03.2019 40291,39

43329

46386,92

21.03.2019 40305,53

42569

46799,4435

22.03.2019 40972,3

42741

45361,8

23.03.2019 40033,76

42656

46138,2

24.03.2019 40678,08

45093

46414,33

25.03.2019 40309,26

43284

46415,67

26.03.2019 40207,17

42209

45908,6

27.03.2019 40526,91

43027

46034,7

28.03.2019 40165,4

41645

44798,5

29.03.2019 40740,85

43418

47179,88

30.03.2019 39338,56

42678

45292,8

31.03.2019 40256,2

43148

46759,45
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